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JACEE results on very high energy interactions
H. Wilczyriski" for the JACEE Collaboration*

"Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kawiory 26A, 30-055 Krakow, Poland

Direct observations of cosmic ray interactions in emulsion chambers of the JACEE experiment at energies
above 1 TeV/nucleon are presented. An analysis of two decays of shortlived particles produced in cosmic ray
interactions is described. The known decay modes of bottom and charged particles do not account satisfactorily
for the observations. This could possibly indicate a new decay channel of a heavy particle. The JACEE results
support the hypothesis of existence of a long-flying component in cosmic ray showers. An interaction event was
observed which may be the first direct observation of (mini)anticentauro interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cosmic rays are the source of particles with en-
ergies exceeding those available in particle accel-
erator laboratories. In the early period of particle
physics, cosmic rays were the only source of high
energy particles. Most of particle physics discov-
eries in this period were done by studying cos-
mic rays - e.g. discoveries of muon, pion, strange
particles, and effects such as increase of interac-
tion cross section with energy or presence of large
transverse momenta of produced particles. With
the development of accelerator technology the im-
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portance of cosmic rays as source of high energy
particles has greatly diminished and now particle
research is mostly done at accelerators, both in
fixed target and collider experiments. Neverthe-
less, cosmic rays still provide particles with ener-
gies higher than those available at the accelera-
tors. Also, the angular ranges of secondary par-
ticle emission which can be studied in accelerator
and cosmic ray experiments at high energies are
complementary to each other. In the collider ex-
periments one can study secondary particle pro-
duction in central region of pseudorapidity, while
particles emitted in the extremely forward range
(in projectile fragmentation region) do not leave
the accelerator pipe and are very difficult to ob-
serve. On the other hand, cosmic ray experiments
are sensitive to particles emitted in the forward
angular region.

Interaction studies in cosmic ray experiments
have, however, an important drawback; due to
small cosmic ray flux at high energies the event
statistics which can be gathered in a detector is
inevitably small. Therefore, it is sometimes diffi-
cult to tell whether new effects observed in a cos-
mic ray experiment are really a manifestation of
new phenomena or whether they are due to back-
ground fluctuations of known processes. In the
past new effects in particle physics in many cases
were first noted as anomalies in cosmic ray inter-
actions. A good example can be charm particle
observation in a cosmic ray interaction in emul-
sion [1]. This discovery was appreciated only after
the charmed particles were discovered at acceler-



ators and the background of 'ordinary* processes
like scattering and secondary nuclear interactions
was shown to be small [2].

Anomalies observed in cosmic ray interactions
usually are later explained either as first obser-
vations of new effects or interpreted as manifes-
tations of already known processes. Some of the
anomalies observed so far have not been explained
yet and still wait for a confirmation in high statis-
tics accelerator experiments and for a full expla-
nation. Three of them will be briefly commented
below.

Undoubtedly, the most commonly known cos-
mic ray anomaly is centauro interactions, in
which large isospin asymmetries were observed
among the produced particles. In the Chacaltaya
experiment interactions were observed in which
several tens charged pions were emitted, with vir-
tually no neutral pions produced [3]. Centauro
events have not been observed so far in accelera-
tor experiments, although the center of mass en-
ergy in the Tevatron collider is similar to that
of the Chacaltaya events. A possible reason may
be the difference in angular acceptance regions
of the collider and cosmic ray experiments. Per-
haps, the centauro and anticentauro interactions
should be searched for among diffractive interac-
tions [4]. If this model is valid, centauro interac-
tions should be looked for in fixed target exper-
iments rather than at the colliders. A candidate
mechanism for centauro production in high en-
ergy collisions may be formation of disoriented
chiral condensates (DCC), in which isospin direc-
tion differs from that of the vacuum [5]. When
hadronizing, the condensates should emit coher-
ent groups of pions, and all pions in such a group
should be charged or all neutral. Therefore, DCC
formation in a collision could be responsible for
centauro or anticentauro features of the interac-
tion, as well as for some other asymmetries among
the produced particles. The DCCs have not been
observed experimentally so far.

Another anomaly observed in cosmic ray in-
teractions is the long flying component of cos-
mic ray showers [6]. The total ionization ob-
served in an emulsion chamber after the shower
maximum decreases exponentially with depth t,
I(t) oc exp(—t/L), where L is the attenuation

length of the cascade. An increase of L with en-
ergy above 10 TeV was observed, shown in Fig.l.
This effect can be explained assuming increas-
ing cross section for emission of leading unstable
(mainly charmed) particles. The decay length of
the unstable particles increases with energy, and
this can account for the increase of L. Monte
Carlo studies show that in order to account for
the observed effect above 10 TeV, the charm pro-
duction cross section equal to 30% of the inelas-
tic cross section is needed, and charmed particles
should take 80% of primary particle energy [7].
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Figure 1. Increase of cascade attenuation length
with energy.

In cosmic ray interactions recorded in JACEE
emulsion chambers photon conversions into elec-
tron pairs were observed, which may suggest neu-
tral pion production much more copious than
expected assuming isospin symmetry among the
produced particles [8]. Figure 2 shows the ex-
pected and observed distributions of photon con-
version distances. One of the hypotheses used to
explain this effect was interpretation of the ex-



cess photons as due to inner bremsstrahlung of
the projectile nucleus. Low energy photons, emit-
ted in the projectile rest frame, can have energies
above 1 GeV in the laboratory frame and thus
might account for the observation. More detailed
data are needed for verification of this hypothesis,
in particular, measurements of the photon ener-
gies. In the GeV range these measurements in an
emulsion chamber are very difficult.
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Figure 2. Distribution of conversion distances of
photons in cosmic ray interactions.

In this paper some results are presented on di-
rect observation of low-multiplicity cosmic ray in-
teractions at energies above 1 TeV/nucleon. In
particular, an analysis and possible interpreta-
tion of multiphoton decays of heavy particles pro-
duced in cosmic ray interactions are shown as well
as asymmetries in particle emission and their pos-
sible relation to cosmic ray anomalies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The emulsion chambers used in the JACEE ex-
periment are exposed to cosmic rays during bal-
loon flights at high altitude, with typical atmo-
spheric overburden 3-5 g/cm2. Thus primary cos-
mic ray nuclei can enter the chamber without
interacting in the atmosphere above the detec-
tor. The chambers typically consist of distinct

sections: a section devoted to primary particle
charge identification; a target section, in which
cosmic ray primaries interact; a spacer section to
allow high energy photons to diverge in space; a
calorimeter, in which energies of electromagnetic
cascades are determined. Throughout the cham-
ber double-sided emulsion plates are interleaved
with other materials: in the target section plastic,
iron and lead plates are used as targets, styrofoam
or paper honeycomb are used in the spacer, and
X-ray films and thick lead plates are used in the
calorimeter.

Tracks of charged particles are recorded in
emulsion - both of primary and secondary par-
ticles. Charge of the primary particle is deter-
mined via grain, gap and delta ray counting.
The secondary particles are followed throughout
the chamber and their coordinates are recorded
in many (several tens) emulsion layers, so that
track reconstruction can be reliably done. Photon
conversions into electron pairs can be recorded
during following the secondary tracks down the
chamber. An electron pair shows up as anew pair
of tracks emerging in an emulsion plate imme-
diately downstream the conversion point. Thus
conversion distances from the interaction vertex
can be determined with accuracy equal to the
emulsion layers separation, i.e order of 0.5 mm.
The coordinates of tracks in an emulsion plate
are measured with submicron accuracy.

Energies of the individual photons or elec-
trons can be determined by analysis of three-
dimensional cascade development in the calorime-
ter. The average accuracy of photon energy deter-
mination is 22% over the 30 GeV - 8 TeV energy
range. At the lower end of this range the errors on
energy determination are larger and reach 50%.
Details of chamber structure and measurement
procedures can be found in Ref.[9].

3. MULTIPHOTON DECAYS
HEAVY PARTICLES

OF

The JACEE emulsion chambers are well suited
for study of shortlived particles produced in cos-
mic ray interactions. Thanks to high primary en-
ergy, lifetime dilation of a shortlived particle al-
lows observation of its track before the decay. A



large number of emulsion layers enables precise
measurements and track reconstruction. In inter-
actions when a heavy, multiply-charged fragment
of the projectile nucleus survives the collision, its
emission angle is much smaller (by about two or-
ders of magnitude) than emission angles of pro-
duced particles. Therefore, the heavy fragment
gives an excellent approximation of the event axis.
Interaction events with a heavy fragment of the
projectile are therefore especially well-suited for
study of distributions of particles emitted at ex-
tremely small forward angles.

Among the cosmic ray interactions in JACEE
chambers 15 events with primary energies above
1 TeV/nucleon and secondary particle multiplic-
ities less than 50 were studied in detail for sec-
ondary particle decays. All secondary particle
tracks in these events were followed throughout
the chamber. Measurements of track coordinates
in many emulsion layers enable a precise track
reconstruction. Kinks larger than 0.1 mrad on
a track are easily detected. In the event sam-
ple studied two events were found, which contain
particle decays with almost identical topologies:
a singly-charged particle track shows a kink, with
four conversions of photons into electron pairs
pointing to the kink. The details of these decays
and their analysis are discussed below.

3.1. Event 1
One of the decays was found in an interaction of

50 TeV/nucleon helium nucleus in a plastic target
[10]. Primary charge was determined as 1.9 ±0.3,
while a projectile fragment with charge 1.8 ± 0.2
survives the interaction. The event can be in-
terpreted as a peripheral interaction in which a
neutron from the projectile interacts with a tar-
get nucleus, producing 38 relativistic charged sec-
ondary particles: AHe + C -+3 He + 38n,. Fig.3
shows schematically decays of a pair of particles
(a charged and a neutral one) observed in this
event. A track of one of secondary charged par-
ticles (particle 1) exhibits a kink (vertex VI in
Fig.3) 23.35 mm from the production vertex. The
angle of the kink is 1.91 ± 0.04 mrad. The track
after the kink (1.1) undergoes another kink (V2)
105.8 mm from the first kink. No other charged
particle tracks emerging from the vertex VI were

found within a cone of 30 degrees with respect to
the direction of track 1. As shown in Ref.[2], mul-
tiple kinks in such an interaction are probably due
to particle decays rather than secondary interac-
tions. Probabilities of decays versus secondary in-
teractions are also discussed below. Fig.4 shows
a decay of particle 1 drawn to scale.

He / 10

Figure 3. Schematic of decays observed in Event
1.

The momenta of charged particles are not mea-
sured in this experiment, nevertheless some anal-
ysis of the decay is possible. Energies of the
photons 7i,72,73,74 were determined as 5, 130,
470 and 230 GeV, respectively, with accuracy of
30%. Let'8 consider the decay of particle 1 as
'1 ' -+ iy+X, where X is a system of all particles
emitted from the decay, other than the four pho-
tons (the charged particle 1.1 is included in X).
By definition, the X system balances the trans-
verse momentum of the four photons, so that one
can determine the mass of parent particle 1 as a
function of longitudinal momentum of the X sys-
tem. Even assuming zero mass for the X system,
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Figure 4. Projection of decay of particle 1 in
Event 1. 71,72,73 and 74 are electron pairs from
photon conversions. The decay vertices of parti-
cles 1 and 1.1 are marked by circles.

Figure 5. Transverse momentum balance of decay
products of particle 1 in Event 1. The rectangle
shows error limits of p^ sum for electron pairs
7i > 72t 73,74- The dashed line shows the direction
of pr of particle 1.1.

mass of particle 1 must be larger than 3.8 ± 0.5
GeV. Therefore, particle 1 is much heavier than
charmed particles, it presumably is a bottom par-
ticle.

The transverse momentum balance at the de-
cay vertex is shown in Fig.5. The dotted line
shows the projection of track 1.1 and the rect-
angle is the vector sum of transverse momenta of
the four photons. The px balance observed at the
decay vertex is complete within the experimental
errors. This and arguments based on invariant
masses of the decay products suggest that prob-
ably all decay products of particle 1 decay were
detected and the X system contains particle 1.1
only. The total momentum of particle 1.1 deter-
mined from this pr balance is 780 GeV/c. Parti-
cle 1.1 is also a shortlived particle, most probably
a charmed one. It is unlikely to be a kaon or other
strange particle - the decay probability of a kaon
on the observed path is 2 • 10~8.

The above arguments imply that particle 1 is a

bottom particle, which decays at vertex VI into
just one charged particle and neutrals via weak
interaction (a particle decaying strongly or elec-
tromagnetically would not leave a visible track
before the decay). The decay of particle 1 must
proceed either via 6 —> c or 6 —• u weak interac-
tion quark decay. However, as discussed in detail
in Ref.[10], it is difficult to explain the observed
decay of a bottom particle into one charged short-
lived particle and four photons via the b —> c
quark decay, favoured in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa theory. On the other hand, the inter-
pretation of the decay is straightforward assum-
ing the suppressed b -+ u quark transition. Thus
the most probable decay mode of particle 1 is
B —> D,t}T). The neutral particle decay (vertex
V3) can be interpreted as 5° meson decay into
D~e+u, with D~ decay in vertex V4; this decay
will not be further discussed here.
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Figure 6. Decay of particle 1 in Event 2. The
notation is the same as in Fig.4.

Figure 7. Transverse momentum balance of decay
products of particle 1 in Event 2. The notation
is the same as in Fig.5.

3.2. Event 2
A charged particle decay, strikingly similar to

that in Event 1 was found in another event, a low
multiplicity peripheral beryllium interaction at 4
TeV/nucleon [11]: Be + Ft -¥ 2He + 8n,. One
of the secondary particles, again denoted particle
1, decays after travelling 7.88 mm. Again, four
photon conversions were found, pointing to the
kink on track 1 (see Fig.6). Only one charged
particle (1.1) was emitted from the decay vertex
within a cone of 10 degrees. Particle 1.1 under-
goes another kink 142 mm from the decay vertex
of particle 1. Energies of the photons 71,72,73,74
were estimated at 70, 50, 50 and 20 Gev, respec-
tively. The accuracy of energy determination in
this energy range is about 50%.

Similarly as in Event 1, the momentum of par-
ticle 1.1 can be determined from the transverse
momentum balance, shown in Fig.7. The lower
limit on mass of particle 1 in this event is 2.5±0.6
GeV. Therefore, particle 1 is either a charmed or
bottom particle. If more charged particles were
emitted from the decay vertex of particle 1 (at

angles larger than 10 degrees), mass of particle
1 would have to be larger than masses of known
bottom particles.

3.3. Discussion
The decaying particle in Event 1 is a bottom

particle, and that in Event 2 - a charmed or bot-
tom particle. The close similarity of the decays
suggests that particle 1 in Event 2 may also be a
bottom particle. It is important to stress that the
photon conversion distances and emission angles
are very well determined in both events. There
is no doubt that in each event the four photons
discussed point to the decay vertex of particle 1,
not to the primary interaction vertex.

In Table 1 the invariant masses of pairs of pho-
tons emitted from the decay vertices are shown.
Only one pair combination in Event 2 recon-
structs the jr° mass. All the other combinations
result in consistently larger masses. Therefore,
some of the photons may have originated in pro-
cesses other than ir° decays, possibly in 77 me-



son decays, and/or more photons may have been
emitted at the decay vertex, which were not de-
tected.

therefore that these photons originated from the
primary interaction vertex. Thus only the num-
ber of photons converting in the target section
(i.e. converting early) can be determined reliably.

Table 1
Invariant masses (in GeV/c2) of pairs of photons
from particle 1 decays in the two events.

72
73
74

72
73
74

71
.52 ±.22
.85 ± .36
.63 ± .27

7i
.59 ± .21
.42 ±.15
.60 ±.21

Event 1
72

.79 ±.17

.72 ±.16
Event 2

72

.17 ±.07

.81 ±.25

73

.76 ±

73

.70 ±

.17

.25

The distances at which the photons converted
into electron pairs are very short: the four pho-
tons in the first event converted within 0.38 con-
version length, while all four photons in the
second event converted within 0.59 conversion
length. In case there were just four photons emit-
ted from each decay vertex, the probability of
such early conversions in the two events would
be 4 • 10""4. The search for photon conversions
was done at distances up to 0.58 and 0.64 con-
version lengths, respectively in Events 1 and 2, in
the target section of the emulsion chamber (see
Ref. [9,10] for details of chamber structure). Addi-
tional photons are seen in the calorimeter section,
however. For photons converting in the calorime-
ter, the accuracy of determination of their direc-
tion of flight is poorer than in the target section
due to spatial spread of electrons in developing
electromagnetic cascades. The larger distance to
particle 1 production and decay vertices makes
the pointing to these vertices less certain. Hence,
it is not possible to distinguish whether the pho-
tons converting in the calorimeter originated from
the primary interaction vertex or from particle
1 decay vertex. The conservative assumption is
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Figure 8. Integral distribution of conversion dis-
tances of the eight photons from the two decays
(histogram). The curves show expected distribu-
tions for various initial numbers of photons, N7.

One can indirectly estimate the total number of
photons emitted in the two decays. The integral
distribution of conversion distances of the eight
photons from the two decays is shown in Fig.8.
Also shown are the expected curves for several
values of N-,, the total number of photons possi-
bly emitted in the two decays. The data suggest
N-j » 20, i.e. that about 10 photons were emit-
ted in each decay. Of these only four photons
in each event would have converted into electron
pairs within the scanned regions, while the re-
maining photons would have escaped detection or
converted in the calorimeter section of the emul-
sion chamber.

However, there are arguments against the large



multiplicity of emitted photons. As discussed in
detail in Fief. [10], additional, undetected photons
emitted from the decay vertex in Event 1 would
imply a considerably larger mass of particle 1,
BO that a strong decay of it into another bottom
particle would be possible. On the other hand,
the experimental observation of particle 1 track
implies its weak interaction decay.

The above argument applies also to the decay
in Event 2, even if particle 1 is a charmed parti-
cle rather than a bottom one. Its observed path-
length implies a typical charm or bottom weak
decay lifetime. This argument favours therefore
only four photons being emitted at the decay ver-
tex. However, these photons convert into electron
pairs unusually early.

The simplest decay scheme for Event 1 consis-
tent with the data is B~ -> D~ 17*7, with b -» u
quark transition. It is known from the e+ e~ data
[12] that I Vub/Vcb |< 0.1, where Vub and V*
are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix, corresponding to 6 -> u and b -+ c quark
decays. The b -> u decays should therefore con-
stitute less than 1% of all bottom decays ob-
served. In our sample of 15 events studied 64
secondary vertices (kinks, vees, 3-prong vertices,
etc.) were found which are consistent with charm
or bottom particle decays, and most of them are
expected to be charm decays. One b —• u de-
cay in such a sample may be consistent with the
e+e~ data, and we have no new clues to rein-
terpret the decay in Event 1. However, finding
another b —> u decay in such a small data sample
is much less probable. It is doubtful, statistically,
that Event 2 represents also a b —> u decay.

In Event 2 the cascade energies and, conse-
quently, the particle 1 mass, are less accurately
determined, so the detailed analysis of the decay
scheme cannot be done. The overall similarity
of decays in Events 1 and 2 may suggest that
they are examples of the same, relatively com-
mon, decay channel of a bottom particle, with
large photon multiplicities. However, any known
bottom (or charm) decay modes [13] which might
generate such multiphoton decay topology have
very small branching ratios. An example might
be B -+ il>(2S)K, with t/>(25) ->• rf>(lS)rr°w0,

-> 7Xeo, Xco -> Jr°jr°. The outcome

of this chain of decays is B —• K 4- 97, but its
overall probability is 10~10. Modes with fewer
photons in the final state have generally larger
branching ratios, but are additionally suppressed
by the small probability of photon conversion on
short distances from the emission vertex. There
are many other multiphoton decay modes of bot-
tom particles, but modes with just one charged
particle in the final state are rare. In case the two
events discussed are examples of decays of differ-
ent particles, their apparent similarity is puzzling,
especially that they were found in an event sam-
ple so small. Thus the observed conversion dis-
tances and/or multiplicities of emitted photons
do not agree with the branching ratios of known
decays of heavy particles.

It is necessary to check whether the observed
features of the secondary vertices can be due to
secondary interactions rather than decays. To
estimate the probability of getting the observed
features resulting from secondary nuclear interac-
tions, one needs to consider probabilities of (i) nu-
clear interactions at the observed distances from
the primary vertices, (ii) charged multiplicity
= 1, (Hi) photon transverse momenta observed,
(iv) photon conversions within the observed dis-
tances (or large photon multiplicity), (v) invari-
ant masses of pairs of photons being larger than
7T° mass. The combined probabilities are less than
10~8 in each event. These probabilities are even
smaller if probability of producing a subsequent
kink on track 1.1 is taken into account. The con-
clusion is that the secondary vertices are unlikely
to be due to nuclear interactions.

A yet another hypothesis might be that the
observed electron pairs are products of decays
of some neutral particles rather than of pho-
ton conversions. Four such hypothetical particles
would be emitted in bottom (or charm) decay and
would in turn decay into electron pairs. Invariant
electron-positron masses in the e+e~ pairs can be
estimated in only 3 pairs in Event 1, in which in-
dividual electron energies are reliably measured.
These masses must be less than 100 MeV. No such
particle is known and our data is insufficient for
postulating its existence.

The observed features of the two decays make
them difficult to interpret as known decay chan-



nels of known particles. They may be examples of
a new decay channel of a heavy particle, although
the available experimental evidence is not suffi-
cient to rule out known decay channels. These
two decays are therefore, in a sense, an anomaly
yet to be explained.

-200
-1500

Figure 9. Secondary particle decays observed in
Event 2. The dots represent measurement points
and track fits are shown by the solid lines.

4. ASYMMETRIC EMISSION OF SEC-
ONDARY PARTICLES

It is interesting to note the number of short-
lived particle decays observed in the JACEE
experiment. A sample of 15 interactions of
various cosmic ray nuclei at energies above 1
TeV/nucleon and with secondary particle multi-
plicities less than 50 were studied in detail for
particle decays. In these events a total of 64 sec-
ondary decays (kinks, vees, multiprong vertices)
were found. It is unlikely that these secondary
vertices are due to particle scatterings or interac-
tions [2] - most probably they are due to particle

decays. A spectacular example can be Event 2
discussed above; a projection of track measure-
ments onto a plane perpendicular to the event
axis is shown in Fig.9. Out of eight charged par-
ticle tracks in this event five tracks exhibit kinks
characteristic for particle decays (including track
1), two particles most probably are electrons with
relatively low energy (particles 5 and 6) and only
one particle (no.8) appears to be an 'ordinary'
hadron. A four-prong neutral vertex (N) is also
observed in this event. The azimuthal asymme-
try in secondary particle emission in this event,
better visible in Fig.lO implies that in addition
to particles detected, at least one neutral particle
(not detected) must have been emitted in order to
balance the transverse momenta of the observed
particles. Event 2 is therefore an example of in-
teraction with very abundant shortlived particle
production. The observation of multiple decays
in the events discussed suggests that cosmic ray
interactions at high energies may indeed be domi-
nated by shortlived particle production, resulting
in the long-flying component of the cosmic ray
showers.

The angular distribution of secondary particles
in Event 1, discussed previously, is also asymmet-
ric. In Fig. 11 the distribution of charged particles
is shown, as well as distribution of photons emit-
ted from primary interaction vertex (the four pho-
tons from the decay of particle 1 are not shown).
At large angles (t) < 6) all the charged particles
were emitted in one half of full azimuth range, op-
posite to the heavy B particles. For uncorrelated
particle emission the probability of such pattern
would be about 10~5. We note that there is no de-
tection bias in this event for charged particles at
r) > 2 and for electron pairs (i.e. photon conver-
sions) at r) > 5 (except pairs with very low energy,
less than 1 GeV). Also, the event axis is precisely
defined by the heavy fragment of the projectile
surviving the interaction, so that the polar and
azimuth angles are correctly determined for all re-
maining particles. The observed pattern suggests
emission of two well separated clusters of charged
particles, at large and mid-pseudorapidities. The
asymmetric emission of photons in the forward
cluster is also observed. As pointed above, this
effect is not due to an experimental bias.
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Figure 10. Angular distribution of secondary par-
ticles in Event 2 shown in (pseudorapidity, az-
imuth) polar coordinates. The fragments of the
projectile nucleus are not shown.

Figure 11. Angular distribution of secondary par-
ticles in Event 1 (excluding the heavy fragment
of the projectile).

In some cosmic ray interactions azimuthal
asymmetries among photons emitted are ob-
served. An example of such interaction (Event
3) is shown in Fig. 12. This is a peripheral in-
teraction of an iron nucleus in emulsion at 9
TeV/nucleon. A heavy fragment (Z=24) of the
projectile nucleus survives the interaction, there-
fore the event axis is very well denned by this
fragment. Fig.12 shows the angular distribution
of secondary charged particles and those photons
which convert into electron pairs within 0.8 con-
version length from the interaction vertex. Most
of the photons were emitted in an angular region
in which no charged particles were emitted.

The photons observed in Event 3 tend to group
into clusters; this may indicate that neutral pions
which decay into the photons were also emitted in
clusters. Clusters of pions of the same sign, with

highly correlated momenta may be a signature of
disoriented chiral condensate decays [5]. Unfor-
tunately, in Event 3 cascades started by different
photons overlap, so that determination of energy
of individual photons is not possible.

Photon conversions within a forward cone of
9 < 5 degrees (i.e. pseudorapidity t) > 6 were
detected without a detection bias. At distances
smaller than 0.8 conversion length from the inter-
action vertex, 27 photon conversions were found.
This indicates that the total number of photons
emitted at rj > 6 was of order 30 to 50, while
only 6 charged particles were emitted in this an-
gular range. Since the photons most probably
originate in ir° decays, we therefore observe an
asymmetry of charged/neutral pion production,
which is characteristic for anticentauro interac-
tions. Event 3 my be the first direct observa-
tion of such an interaction (in this case - a mini-
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Figure 12. Angular distribution of charged parti-
cles and photons in Event 3 (the heavy fragment
of the projectile is not shown).

anticentauro).
It is worthwhile to note that the excess of pho-

tons emitted in Event 3 cannot be interpreted as
due to inner bremsstrahlung of the projectile nu-
cleus. The distribution of bremsstrahlung pho-
tons should be centered on the heavy fragment of
the projectile, i.e. azimuthally symmetric. How-
ever, a pronounced azimuthal asymmetry of the
photon distribution is observed experimentally.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Study of nuclear interactions, using cosmic ray
primaries is a noteworthy extension of studies
conducted at particle colliders. Very high spa-
tial resolution of nuclear emulsion enables mea-
surements of secondary particle tracks with ac-
curacy unreachable in other experimental tech-
niques. Therefore, emulsion chambers, like those
used in the JACEE experiment, provide unique

possibilities for studying nuclear interactions at
highest energies.

Among the cosmic ray interactions in the
JACEE emulsion chambers, two events were
found which contain characteristic secondary par-
ticle decays, very similar to each other: a singly
charged particle decays into one charged particle
and at least four photons. Measurements of the
photon energies and angular distributions enable
determination of a lower limit of the mass of the
decaying particles. In one of the events the de-
caying particle must be a bottom particle. In the
other event it may be a charmed or bottom par-
ticle. Very close similarity of the two decays sug-
gests that these are examples of the same decay
channel of a heavy particle.

The observed features of the two decays do not
agree with characteristics of known decay chan-
nels of charmed or bottom particles. The decay
channels with topology similar to that observed
(one shortlived charged particle and at least four
photons) have small branching ratios, of order
10"10. It is therefore unlikely to observe two such
rare decays in a sample of just 15 interactions
studied.

It is possible that not all decay products were
recorded in each decay. Perhaps additional neu-
tral particles were emitted; multiplicity of emit-
ted photons may be larger than four, as indicated
by the distribution of conversion distances and
invariant masses of photon pairs; or additional
charged particles may have been emitted at very
large angles with respect to direction of the de-
caying particle. Each of these hypotheses implies
that the mass of the decaying particle must ex-
ceed the range of masses of known charmed or
bottom particles, or that a strong decay should
be possible. However, observation of the parent
particle before its decay rules out strong and elec-
tromagnetic decays. In view of the difficulties
in interpreting the observed events as decays of
known particles, these decays may indicate exis-
tence of a new decay channel of a known heavy
particle or existence of a new heavy particle.

Copious production of shortlived particles is
observed in interactions of cosmic ray nuclei in
JACEE emulsion chambers. Such observation
supports the hypothesis of the long-flying com-
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ponent in cosmic ray showers.
In the JACEE experiment an event was

recorded with large asymmetries, both in isospin
and in angular distribution of secondary particles.
Very precise measurements of angular distribu-
tion and of conversion distances of the photons
allow a study of angular asymmetries and an es-
timate of total multiplicity of photons emitted in
the interaction. It is probable that this event is
the first direct observation of a (mini)anticentauro
interaction. Photon clustering observed in this
event may be a signature of formation and decay
of disoriented chiral condensates.

The results from the JACEE experiment, sim-
ilarly to those from the other cosmic ray exper-
iments, are not sufficient for a full study of nu-
clear interaction properties in energy and pseu-
dorapidity ranges in which currently there are no
data from accelerator experiments. However, as
it happened many times in the past, observation
of new, anomalous effects in cosmic ray interac-
tions may be a first observation of new effects
which are later confirmed and explained in high-
statistics accelerator experiments.
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